AbstractÐThis note relates to a recently published partly tutorial article that presents some discussion of the polynomial form of Boolean functions and its applications based on the literature published in English and German. We show that a lot of the research in this area has also been done in Eastern Europe, and this note aims to present these unknown developments. The most recent work in this area is also described.
INTRODUCTION
SCHNEEWEISS recently discussed a few derivations and applications of the polynomial form of a Boolean function in a partly tutorial report [1] . By writing his article, the author of [1] did a respectable job since he provided some useful suggestions for further work toward extension and possibly optimization of methods used in the theory of arithmetic expansions, as well as mentioned some earlier and recent related papers available in English and German. Unfortunately, the author, who is a German expert on arithmetic transform, is unaware of many developments in this area done in Eastern Europe and only one book from this geographical area was mentioned by him [2] .
The purpose of this note is to recall some earlier work representing the origins of the theory and give a short and full overview of the research in this important area. It should be mentioned that some of the discussed work was published in Russian and whenever this author knows of its English translation, then the translation is mentioned; otherwise, the note refers to the originals in Russian. Finally, this note discusses different terminology used in the above area by various authors and makes a short overview of the most recent research done since the original article [1] was submitted for review. It is believed that all these topics are important and useful for further work in this and related areas.
ARITHMETIC TRANSFORM
The polynomial form of Boolean functions discussed in [1] is nothing more than the orthogonal expansions of the corresponding Boolean functions by the set of basis functions for an arithmetic transform. It should be noted that, in the classical literature on the subject [3] , the term ªpolynomial representationº usually refers to the representation of Boolean functions based on the operations in the field of integers modulo 2, constants 0 and 1, and the unary operation of the complementation that is known under the names of Zhegalkin [4] , EXCLUSIVE OR canonical form [5] , or ReedMuller expansions [6] , [7] . However, the same term was frequently used to denote polynomial expansions of Boolean functions based on Walsh transform [8] , [9] known also under the name of orthogonal Walsh series expansion [10] or abstract Fourier transform expansion [5] . As there is a direct relation between polynomial expansions of Boolean functions based on ReedMuller, Arithmetic and Walsh functions [3] , [5] , [11] , [12] , [13] , it is quite understandable to use this term for arithmetic expansions, as was the case of [1] . To differentiate between arithmetic and Reed-Muller transforms and expansions, reference [14] , similarly to other authors from the Soviet Union, uses the names ªpolynomial arithmeticalº and ªpolynomial logicalº transforms and expansions for the former and latter, accordingly. It should also be noticed that the arithmetic, Walsh, and Reed-Muller transform are examples of abstract harmonic analysis of Boolean functions on finite Abelian groups [5] , [15] . The arithmetic transform can be also found in the literature under different names of ªprobabilistic transformº [16] , [17] , ªalgebraic transformº [18] and, in some early Russian literature [19] , as well as in the recent publication [14] , is known as ªinverse conjunctive transform.º At this point, it should be mentioned that the sets of basis functions for the arithmetic transform obtained from its inverse transform matrix and known under the name of ªconjunctive transformº [14] , [19] , or ªadding transformº [20] , is the same as the sets of basis functions for the better known Reed-Muller transform [12] , [14] . Sometimes, the Reed-Muller transform is also called the ªconjunctive logic transformº with addition of the adjective ªlogicº to differentiate it from ªconjunctive arithmetic transformº [14] . As the conjunctive matrix can be easily constructed via Pascal triangle, which was shown for the first time in [11] , this transform is sometimes called a ªPascal transformº [14] . The transform matrix of the arithmetic transform is nonsingular and its inverse is formed of all the elements having entries equal to 1 with calculations performed over the complex field g or its subfield of integers . For the Reed-Muller transform, its transform matrix is self-inverse since, in GF(2), the addition and subtraction coincide. The arithmetic transform of a matrix order x P n for an n-variable Boolean function can be defined as [14] :
where the symbol is a Kronecker product.
The corresponding arithmetic polynomial form is given as equation (1) in [1] .
In Section 2.2 in [1] , the author describes the method of finding the coefficients for the polynomial form via linear equations. This method requires solution of P n equations for an n-variable Boolean function. There are a number of more efficient techniques to perform the same tasks that should be mentioned. As the arithmetic transform matrix is Kronecker-based, then it may be easily computed by means of fast transform [14] , [16] . While more efficient than the standard transform matrix multiplication, this method requires the full vector of the original Boolean function to be operated on. However, frequently in modern CAD VLSI systems, these functions are represented in reduced forms, such as array of cubes or decision diagrams [21] , which would have to be expanded to full minterm truth vectors in order to apply fast algorithms. Hence, methods have been developed that allow calculating the coefficients directly from arrays of cubes or different decision diagrams [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] . Some of the methods for decision diagrams are based on various variants of the Shannon decompositionÐsee equation (3) in [1] . Moreover, these methods also allow calculating only some chosen arithmetic coefficient without generation of the whole spectrum what is useful in some applications of arithmetic spectra, for example, in testing [27] . Link of arithmetic transforms with different computationally efficient graphical representations of Boolean functions, such as OBDDs, FBDDs, EVBDDs, and MTBDDs, have also been shown [18] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [28] , [29] . In Section 3 of [1] , the Shannon decomposition in GF(2) and arithmetic form are discussed. It should be mentioned that there are three basic types of expansion using EXOR operators: Shannon expansion, and positive and negative Davio expansions [12] , [29] . Similarly, there are three types of corresponding arithmetic expansions discussed with proofs in details in [3] , [30] .
APPLICATIONS OF ARITHMETIC TRANSFORM AND RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
In [1] , applications of arithmetic expansion in probabilistic equivalence verification and reliability analysis were discussed and the author referred mainly to the literature in English and German. In this review, we will stress the lesser known research done in the areas of arithmetic transform in Eastern Europe. The detailed discussion of status and achievements for arithmetic transform was done in a recent tutorial paper and the interested reader is referred to this work [31] . Another good reference is the recent DSc thesis of Yanushkevich [32] , with a review of arithmetic transform and a long list of references. Some review of the research work in this area was also done in [33] and this note uses this information as well. As mentioned in [1] , the first attempts to present logic operations by arithmetical ones were done by the founder of Boolean algebra, Boole [34] . First applications of arithmetic relations for Boolean operations relate to the calculation of probability relations [35] . Arithmetic expansions were used in calculation of logical network reliability by Malyugin [36] . Recent applications of arithmetic transform in switching theory and logic designs originate in [2] , [3] , [30] , [37] . Malyugin developed the algebra of arithmetic polynomials for Boolean functions [38] , [39] , and their various characteristics that apply to some problems, in particular Petri networks modeling [40] . In [38] , he proposed representing an array of Boolean functions by an arithmetic polynomial and has proven uniqueness of such a representation. By assigning the operations of addition and multiplication on a set of arrays, it is possible to define algebra of arrays. The complexity of realization of an array is estimated by the number of terms of the polynomial. The classes of Boolean functions that can be realized by linear arithmetic polynomials are investigated in [39] . The concept of a composition of arithmetic polynomials is also introduced. It is shown that every ordered system of Boolean functions, called a cortege, can be represented by a composition of linear arithmetic polynomials. The realization of a cortege is reduced to the sequential computation of the polynomials forming the composition. The concept of arithmetic polynomial was extended in [41] by introducing the ªabsolute valueº operation. The condition for a system of Boolean functions to be represented by arithmetic polynomial is also defined there. Some new methods to construct arithmetic polynomials with absolute value operation are shown.
In [42] , various arithmetic forms are synthesized. Also, different polynomial expansions of Boolean functions in Walsh, Haar, and arithmetic bases are classified and some of their mutual relations given. Detailed relations between arithmetic and Haar functions were given in [43] . The same topic of polynomial expansions of Boolean functions in different bases was further elaborated in the book [44] . The latter work also employed the methods of digital signal processing to synthesize the set of arithmetic polynomial forms of Boolean functions. Since the arithmetic transform matrix is defined recursively in form of Kronecker product, fast transforms based on Good's algorithm to form arithmetic polynomials have been considered [16] , [44] . The use of systolic arrays to synthesize Arithmetic polynomial was suggested in [44] , [45] . As shown in [38] , [39] , [40] , [41] , [46] , parallelization of logical computations is possible and, under certain conditions, effective when we convert an arithmetic representation of a system of functions into a single form of an Arithmetic polynomial. This approach has been extensively developed in [41] , [42] , [46] . The problem of obtaining the most complete use of the architectural capabilities of computers performing concurrent logical computations was considered in [47] , [48] . This problem was converted to two problems: description of Boolean functions as arithmetic polynomials and the problem of selecting algorithms for intensive evaluation of such polynomials. In [49] , a canonical structure is proposed that assures realization of Boolean functions in terms of linear arithmetic polynomials. Matrix relations for computation of the coefficients of the linear polynomials are derived. The linearity conditions of different orders are presented which need to be satisfied in order to obtain simplification of the final algorithmic structure. It is shown that the proposed approach is more efficient than the realization of Boolean functions by threshold devices [49] .
Links between zero polarity Reed-Muller and arithmetic transform have been investigated in [3] , [13] , [41] , [42] , [44] . Since there are P n different polarity Reed-Muller transforms of a Boolean function of n variables [12] , the same concept may be applied to arithmetic transform. Arithmetic representation of logic functions with complements of variables was considered first in [3] , [30] . The basic properties of multipolarity generalized arithmetic transform were discussed in [20] , [50] , [51] . By using generalized arithmetic transform in optimal polarity for a given Boolean function, the number of nonzero terms in arithmetic polynomial can be minimized, which results in faster calculation of the value of such a polynomial. A generalized adding transform is also useful when the incompletely specified Boolean functions are to be represented in the form of generalized Reed-Muller expansions. When such a case occurs, it is impossible to retrieve the information about the don't care minterms from the generalized Reed-Muller transform. On the other hand, using additional information about the incompletely specified Boolean functions in the form of generalized adding transforms allows us to have all the information about the original Boolean function and the don't care minterms can be retrieved back when needed. The latter case can occur in the decomposition of systems of Boolean functions. In [50] , the method of generation of forward and inverse transformation kernels for generalized arithmetic and adding transforms is presented. Different methods of generation of transformation matrices or spectra in arbitrary polarities from a known transformation matrix or spectrum in some polarity have been developed. Due to properties of dyadic convolution of the generalized arithmetic transform, greater computational efficiency may be achieved by the usage of subnumber operation. Based on the representation of generalized transform matrices in the form of Kronecker matrices, a unified approach to the fast algorithms in terms of strand matrices has been developed [51] . In [52] , [53] , formulae to represent generalized composite arithmetic spectra of Boolean functions for basic logic connectives are derived. Other important operations used in classification and optimization of standard and tributary logical networks have been analyzed in the generalized arithmetic spectral domain [53] . These operations include spectral decomposition, input and output negations, permutations of input variables, substitution of an input variable by a logical operation with some input variables or by the output of the function, and the variable itself. Based on the developed formulae, a new method to design tributary networks through operations on generalized arithmetic spectra was presented [53] .
Heidtman [27] proposed an approach to derive the signatures for stuck-at faults in irredundant combinational networks by using arithmetic coefficients of the arithmetic polynomial expansion. A suitable set of such arithmetic coefficients determines fault coverage. Such spectral tests are not limited in the number of feasible inputs, as in the case of verification using Walsh spectral coefficients. They also detect numerous faults that are not covered by the presumed fault models, for example, bridging faults. Rahardja and Falkowski [54] , [55] , [56] have shown that the extensions of arithmetic polynomial logic to a mixed form where basis functions in the inverse mixed arithmetic transform matrices are arbitrary Boolean functions, provided that all such bases are linearly independent, is advantageous over the standard zero polarity Arithmetic transform used by Heidtman in testing. In particular, it was shown in [56] that the number of spectral tests is significantly reduced for both stuck-at and bridging faults for the majority of the classes of digital circuits.
Arithmetic polynomial forms for multiple-valued functions were considered in [3] , [57] and their synthesis by the substitution method was considered in [58] . The theories of logic algebra for multiple-valued functions in terms of the discrete Fourier transform were developed in the book [59] . This book transfers almost all the results presented for binary Arithmetic polynomials in [44] into the multiple-valued domain. It allows a large number of analytical expressions to be derived that describe logic algebra of multiple-valued functions. The synthesized expressions take into account diverse required modes of operations such as arithmetic, Galois Fields, or modular. Hence, arithmetic polynomial expansions for multiple-valued functions are considered together with expansions in different algebraic structures known in the English literature under the name of multiple-valued Reed-Muller transforms. Similar to the work on Boolean functions, the authors use the names of ªarithmetical polynomialº [59] , [60] and ªlogic polynomialº [59] , [61] transforms and expansions when talking about arithmetic and Reed-Muller transforms and expansions for multiple-valued functions, respectively. In [62] , a new generalized hybrid expansion in standard arithmetic with basis functions in GF(4) for quaternary logic is introduced. In contrast to arithmetic and logic polynomial forms [59] , [60] , [61] that used either only standard arithmetic or modulo algebra, the new expansion is based on both standard and GF(4) algebra. It is the first time than any hybrid expansion has been introduced. The relationships between the new expansion called ªgeneralized hybrid arithmetic expansionº and the known arithmetic expansions are explored in [62] . The concept of polarity applies to the new expansion and it generalizes the transformation. The way of obtaining the coefficient vector of the expansion from some coefficient vector in known polarity is introduced. Generalized hybrid arithmetic expansions for known basis functions from quaternary ReedMuller transforms are also considered. Finally, it should be noticed that, in the first paper in Russian on transforms for multiplevalued functions [63] , the name ªthe Fourier-Galois transformº is used for the Reed-Muller transform for finite, but periodic binary and multiple-valued sequences. Under the same name, it is studied in detail in [64] . In [65] , a new algorithm for finding an Arithmetic representation for n-variable multiple-valued functions of m values (when m is a prime) was shown. The resulting arithmetic polynomial was of degree no greater than n Ã m À I. The problem of realizing a cortege of functions in multiple-valued logic by evaluating an arithmetic expression in a manner similar to that presented for binary functions in [39] was also considered. Different ways of parallelization of the proposed algorithms and its implementation on an array processors were also discussed in [65] . In [66] , [67] , another algorithm for representing a system of mvalued functions by linear arithmetic polynomials was shown. The approach used in this work was to represent the system of multiple-valued functions through the decomposition and a discrete orthogonal transformation by a system of linear arithmetic polynomials. Also, by using this representation, it is possible to restore completely the original system of multiple-valued functions. The same and related work presented the possibility of implementing considered algorithms on linear systolic arrays [67] , [68] .
Many problems of logic design can be reformulated in terms of solving logic equations and logic differential equations [2] , [3] , [12] , [32] . Discrete derivatives (differentials) and Taylor series of logic functions are studied in details in [12] . The representation of the Reed-Muller expansion in the form of a Taylor series using discrete derivatives is given there. Implementation of Boolean differential calculus on systolic hardware was discussed in [44] , [45] for the binary case and in [32] , [59] , [68] , [69] , [70] for the multiple-valued case, respectively. Tosic in [3] , [30] introduced so-called ªarith-metic differenceº of a Boolean function with respect to its single variable. In contrast to this definition, an arithmetic analogue of discrete derivative for Taylor Arithmetic series for systems of Boolean functions was investigated in [32] , [68] , [69] , [70] . It follows from the definition in [32] , [68] , [69] , [70] that it is a direct counterpart of Boolean discrete derivative. Also, this arithmetic equivalent of the Boolean derivative reflects not only the fact of the change in the function (what applies for Boolean derivatives) but also indicates the direction of the change. Its value is equal to 0 if the Boolean function has not changed with the change of the value of the variable from x i to x i . Its value is equal to 1 if the Boolean function changed from 0 to 1, and its value is equal to -1 if the Boolean function changed from 1 to 0. A class of arithmetic analogues of Boolean differential operators were extended for multiple-valued functions in [32] , [68] , [69] , [70] . In [70] , two methods were presented for the synthesis of arithmetic canonical forms for multiple-valued functions in the form of matrix transforms. The main reason to use the matrix form was to map the presented algorithms into parallel architectures, in particular, linear systolic arrays. Arithmetic derivatives for multiple-valued functions were also considered as tools for fault detection in multiple-valued circuits [32] .
CONCLUSION
This note describes in brief many developments in the theory of arithmetic transform and its extensions that were done mainly in Eastern Europe. Hence, the information presented here is a counterpart of the recent report presenting developments in the same area based on the work available in English and German only [1] . It is believed that investigations of origins of some basic concepts and unification of the terminology will contribute to the further work in this area. As [1] shows, the following and other developments discussed in this note are unknown to Western researchers: arithmetic representation of systems of Boolean functions and conditions on existence of such a representation, ªabsolute valueº based arithmetic expansions, multiple-valued arithmetic forms, the theory of arithmetic derivatives for Boolean and multiple-valued functions, as well as special systolic architectures for their computation. With an ever increasing flow of technical information, it is difficult to keep up with new developments in one's own professional specialty and nearly impossible to survey totally such a research work, particularly if it has appeared in lesser known publications and originally in Russian. But, without guidance from past experience and current events, it is easy to expend resources on development paths already established as useful or abandoned elsewhere. The above review note is intended primarily to achieve greater visibility for the research work in the area of arithmetic transform published in Russian.
As always, this author apologizes to some Eastern European researchers who may have worked in this area and whose work is not mentioned in this review. If it has happened, it was caused only by the limited access to the literature. Finally, it is hoped that this article, together with its earlier counterpart [1] , will help in developing further the exciting theory of arithmetic transforms and expansions.
